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Preface

For the fifth year, The University ofSouth Carohna Upstate

proudly presents the efforts of area high school students in A Near

Miss. Each entry selected underwent rigorous scrutiny. The poetry,

visual art, and fiction found within these pages displays some of the

finest local talent of the Greenville-Spartanburg area. Congratula-

tions to the students who are featured in this edition and congratula-

tions to their teachers whose hard work, dedication and enthusiasm

have inspired them.

Jonathan Barker

Editor
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First Place Art

The Brothers

Michael Smith

Spartanburg High School

Cynthia Goforth
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First Place Poetry

Cutter - for Megan

There's a hint of rust on a razor somewhere, stashed away

Under your pillow, maybe

Where it can cut your dreams so your blood flows

Free

And you wake up with your wrists throbbing.

The scars fade in the summer, melt

In the heat, when sunscreen and chlorine clog the air

And your skin crawls under the steaming sun.

But then

The ice comes, the pure snow

The freezing wind that clears your head and eyes -

The red flower blooms and bursts

(Your cup overflows, you watch

Your heart run down the drain.)

You walk up the side of the sky, light

A sharp, sweet lover.

When you fall to earth you are wise;

Reaching for long sleeves

Sliding the blade back into your dreams.

The scars are clean; the cancer bursts.

But then

You remember your Soul. You cut

Your Skin to let your Soul fly free;

To spite the screams, the idiot faces,

the words, words, words

from mouths like poppies - you cut

And your scars grow wild, bruised

Triumphant

You are your scars -
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Evoyone is their scais, but \bu

Arc wise; You know release

\bu let the blade slice your dream again

Undl the heat ofsununer.

The scan fade in the summer, melt

Like time mdics, like you meh

In the steaming sun, waiting.

BmlaigSpringHi^ School

Kay Homes



Second Pkct .-jr.

Untitled

. » .^ t>"

Keinn Walters

Dorman High School

Davi'dBenson
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Second Place Poetry

Pre-performance

Grain alcohol sloshes down

with a quiver

—

senses awaken,

brain jumps to a start.

Sour feeling overtakes her,

mind longing for a simpler time

as her senses succumb

to the spreading warmth.

Glancing at her watch, she counts

three minutes until the buzzer

—

another tardy would be disastrous.

Geometry woni't wait.

Upturning the bottle once more

to ensure she can survive first period

before fleeing again to the ladiesi room, she prepares to smile at her teacher

as she crosses the threshold of class, almost glad she is successfiilly slipping

through the cracks.

Suzi Russell

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Tliircl Place Art

Untitled

Renee Poser

Spartanburg High School

Nancy Harrison
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Third Place Poetry

Flicker

He walks alone,

The shadows swallow his footsteps.

Soon, nothing indicates his past presence in the quiet.

He walks alone.

Towards the light,

Escaping the creeping darkness

That attempts to overtake him.

The Black is always there,

Lurking at the corners of his mind-

Waiting for him to let go,

Waiting for the opportunity

To transform any hope he has left into crushing Despair

Yet he knows.

Somewhere,

Deep in the depths of his soul,

A light burns.

Hope has not left him yet...

And so he walks.

Lyn Radke

WoodruffHigh School

Ms. Mason
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Honorable Mention Art

Untitled

Lori Landry

Dorman High School

David Benson
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Honorable Mention Poetry

Birthday King

It is tomorrow and I will be nine.

But I do not know

if they will remember

me
this time.

Not this year.

Not this time.

They are screaming now
at each other and I am afraid.

Afraid

to turn the knob and open the gate

ofmy castle.

But Kings are brave.

I turn the knob and open the gate..,

I just

hope that

nine is

braver

than

eight.

Caroline Ritchie

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Honorable Mention Art

Shock

Travis Mims

Spartanburg High School

Cynthia Goforth
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Honorable Mention Poetry

Noise is The Parallel of Light

When you opened

your mouth,

I saw hght pour

from your throat.

You had swallowed

the moon.

When you kissed me,

I nursed from the light

as if I was the infant

and you were a mother.

I remember the taste-

white noise from an old television

filled my trachea.

You've never kissed me again,

yet I can glimpse a shadow

when you breathe.

Tiffany Leonard

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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First Place Fiction

Small Lives

I accused my mom the other day of having a small life. She said,

What do you mean. I told her that she didnit have many friends and she

never v/ent out. I knew this was due to the fact that she worked every day at

our restaurant, and that her English was less than perfect. She knew it too.

She said. It's ok. Itis not like I ever go out anyway because I donit

have time. And anyway, where would I go? Thereis not a lot of Chinese

people I know here, so who would I go with?

I said that it made me sad to watch her make conversation with the

customers. She could remember what almost everyone ordered. I watched

her talk to a man who usually got beef fried rice for takeout. He ordered

something else, chicken, I think. My mother feigned surprise. No change?

She asked, laughing. I think that you get beef. She laughed along with the

man. Always beef, right? Now chicken.

This is the way it goes with most of her customers. It annoys me
that that is all she talks about. Who cares, I think. Who really cares.

I think I hurt her feelings the other day that I told her she had a

small life. But she hurts my feelings, every day.

I have a small life, too, I went on.

This is true. I go to school, go to class, don't talk much. Eat lunch,

go to class, doni't talk much. Go back to the restaurant and do my home-

work—rather, get yelled at to do my homework. Most of the time I day-

dream. When it gets busy, I clear tables and refill glasses of sweet tea, soda.

I ring up bills on the cash register.

I'm not allowed to go anywhere with friends, or to friendsi houses.

Iim not allowed to date. The last time I went to the movies was with my
little brother. My mother thinks thereis nothing wrong with this. I think

sheis crazy.

Yesterday some friends of my parents came over, mostly to check

out the restaurant. They are thinking of starting their own restaurant. They

have a seventeen (eighteen?)-year-old daughter who did not come. My
mother constantly tells me about their daughter, how hard it was for her to

go to high school without knowing English. Shei's such a good girl, she tells

me. She got a scholarship to Georgia Tech, you know that? She works part
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time at a pharmaq/^. And you know what she did with the money she makes?

She gave it to her mom! For gas money!

She told the same story to the waitress who works part time at the

restaurant. —And her mom said, oh no, I doni't need your money, dear, but

she insisted that she take it, to buy gas for the car, or something. . . .

I have a suspicion that our waitress has a small life, too. I donit like

her, partly because Ii'm very territorial, pardy because she is fat and ugly. She

has two sons, both ofwhom go to a private Christian school. On Fridays her

oldest son stays at the restaurant to help her wait on tables when it gets busy.

It annoys me that there are so many people working on Fridays: Mom, Me,

Waitress, Waitress' son.

You don't like our waitress very much, do you, my mother asked me
once. I said, No. She didnit defend the waitress or sympathize with me. She

said. Seriously, she's very nice, but she said it with some satisfaction. I don't

think that my mother is upset that I donit like the waitress. For some odd

reason, I think she is glad.

My mother likes our waitress. They talk a lot when business is slow.

Talking to someone outside the family, my mother's voice turns sweeter, nic-

er. She talks in the demure, good-girl, candy-coated tone that most Chinese

young women use. I don't like it. Sometimes I break into their conversation

by speaking in English in my dry, slightly southern drawl: So, what are we

talking about today?

I'm glad this waitress is not my mom. She has a horrible temper

with her sons. She gets angry very easily and still smacks them, though they

are both older than me. Subsequently, her sons are more "obedient" than I

am. They are "good" children.

But they can't write, I argue.

Another thing about this waitress: she makes little gasping sounds

when she's upset over something. Then she scurries over to tell my mom
about whatever happened. Yesterday she sat in a waiting booth because there

were no customers. She swung her short, fat legs up and down like a little

girl.

She's old, I told my mom. Why's she doing that?

Actually, she's very nice, said my mom.
I can tell you with confidence that the waitressi sons have small

lives.

***

Yesterday a guy in his early 20s asked me how I could stand being
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in a restaurant all day. I thought he was okay. He had a sense of humor.

It's not like I can go anywhere else, I told him.

Man, he said, If I were you, I'd be the rebellious teenager, you know?

I'd be running around, like. I'd say, hey mom, dad, you've gotta let me have

my space. You know?

I shrugged. Up until then, I hadn't thought of my life as being

that small, confined inside the shape of a restaurant. Restaurant arrest, I

thought.

Later I told my mom about it. Yes, she said, you can't go anywhere.

Because it's this family rules. It's my family, ok, girl?

Riding home in the car, I told my mom about my friend Spencer.

She doesn't have a small life, I said. But her mom's really strict, too. Almost

as strict as you. But she gets to hang out with other kids. She plays golfwith

them.

My mom said. Doesn't she get tired of hitting a little ball around?

My friend Spencer has a medium-sized life. She has more friends

than I do, but she's friendlier than I am. Being blond helps. Being funny

helps, too.

I think that the restaurant has squeezed the humor out of me.

Spencer's mom doesn't allow her to date either, but she can go to

other friends' houses. She can go to certain parties. She listens to music in

her room a lot.

Maybe that's how she gets through it, I thought. Maybe I should

save up for an iPod.

Spencer's mom may grant her more freedoms than mine, but I can

get away with more stuff right under my mom's nose. Sometimes.

Spencer's never known the freedom of leaving the restaurant for a

short while and walking across the street over to the Publix parking lot, of

just plain walking and not thinking. Sometimes I'll circle around the back

of the store, I told Spencer once, where's there's no people around. I can just

walk and walk, I said.

Isn't that dangerous? She asked.

So maybe small lives and freedom are connected. I can name count-

less examples. But what oflarge lives? The movie stars? The rich and socially

accepted?

The other day I told my friend Danielle what I thought about small

lives, and large ones. She said. People with large lives aren't necessarily rich,

because really rich people are pretty depressed most of the time. People with
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large lives would be the kind who do things for others, and are happy all the

time, and stuff.

I thought that she had a point.

And then, I remember back to when I was in fourth grade in anoth-

er restaurant in Georgia (my parents ran it for three years before it bombed).

I remember the homeless guys who hung out once at the back parking lot of

the restaurant. Two of them. I watched politely; I was lonely and I played

by myself I may have talked to them. It just sticks to my mind that there

they were, squatting on the concrete, one man pulling an energy bar out of

his pocket for the other to see. I'd forgotten their words, just the man's tone:

knowing, almost boasting. Something about these bars being the best, get-

ting you through the day. Did it make me sad? Or did it make my throat

fill up with longing at the fact that you could have no home, no money, but

an endless expanse of sky?

Tina Bu

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Second Place Fiction

The Prettiest Blue Eyes

Damon smiled pleasantly at his mother, turning his head briefly

away from her to look about the room. He took in every detail, categorizing

everything in his mind to see if anything had changed in his five years of

absence.

It was a cozy little room; slightly grungy looking with age, with a

faded yellow trim along the edges and corners that now looked more gray

than the canary yellow his mother had always liked. "It's amazing what you

did with the place."

Nothing had changed.

He turned back around, not expecting a response from the woman
who had barely uttered a word since he had come, and smiled slightly.

"I'm so glad you finally let me visit again. It's been too long... I'm sorry I

made you so angry before. Truly..." His voice tapered off^a moment before

returning, so much stronger then before that it echoed against the dusty

corners and pots that lay out on the countertop, filled with black and web.

"But I was in love, am in love, and I couldn't let you take that away again."

The boy nodded as though hearing an answer from his companion

though none had been uttered as she simply stared hollowly at him. "I know. . .1

know you never understood... but I was hoping..." He sighed, running a

nervous hand through his long blond hair as he placed a strained look at the

woman in the chair opposing him. "I was hoping you could meet him. At

least. . .at least let him see the house. He always wanted to see the house."

The woman didn't answer, her dark lips pressed in a thin line as she

sat and watched her son reproachfully as he flitted about the table, obviously

nervous. It was amazing how much contempt she could place in such a frozen

look.

"Do you still have the paper dolls? The ones you made?" Da-

mon tried again, desperate for some response; some reaction and he

took the silence as a yes, took it as a way to leave the room. "Can I see

them?" He paused, wondering if his mother would respond; tell him no'

after being so silent the entire visit. "They're still in your room, right?"

Silence lingered in the kitchen, creeping over the widows and door

jams and into the rest of the house that he no longer knew, yet knew like the

back of his hand. "I can, right? It's okay if I see them? I know you made them
for Jayne...but..."

Jayne's been gone a long time. . . a long, long time.

The woman in the chair didn't answer and he wasn't really ex-
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pecting one now. So he left, half jumping from the chair to flee from the

dark room with its drab pans among the gray wallpaper that peeled in

places it hadn't before. The boy, barely over thirty, bolted up the stairs that

croaked threateningly at him, like eerie little demons that strayed just out

of his vision and wished to drag him down to their depths beneath them.

It had been a long time since he had been up here. He couldn't

remember the last time it had been, years and years ago, when he had first

found the paper dolls. Oh, he knew they weren't his mothers. Knew it

because he had seen Thyme make them himself. . . but if mother claimed

they were hers for Jayne, though Jayne had died soon after being born,

he wouldn't argue. Arguing always made it worse and father hadn't been

there to talk sense into her for years. So it was best just to nod and smile

and when she claimed they were hers, when they weren't, he agreed.

The boy trailed his hand on the wall; there were no more pictures

there. They'd all disappeared long ago, and he never knew where they went.

Just like he never knew where his father went after that one year or where

Thyme went the year after.

Thyme had been a good friend before he ran away. Damon had

decided this long ago though he couldn't really remember the other boy.

Memories had warped and faded like burnt paper so now he wasn't even sure

if there ever really was a boy called Thyme before he turned nine or if it was

simply one of his dreams. An imaginary friend that came from the woods

sometimes to play with him, someone he had once thought he was in love

with but that was before he knew what love was.

But regardless, Damon figured, if there had been a boy called Thyme-

-and he thought there was—then he had been a good friend and it was he who
had made the paper dolls. That meant he was right when he thought that his

mother hadn't made them and it had, in fact, been his friend that had, only

to disappear soon after the dolls appeared in his mothers possession.

He always wondered how his mother got a hold of the dolls. They

had always been he and Thyme's secret. Just like how Thyme actually got inside

to play with him was Thyme's secret alone... one that he had never figured

it out. His mother had never seen them before, didn't know the place they

had been hidden, and just had them one day, the day that Thyme ceased to

come.

He'd ceased to come until the beautifijl boy was only a memory,

faded and dried like old smoke against the trees in Damon's mind. Simply

something he recalled but never really saw quite as he did before, something

too opaque in his mind.

Damon shook his head, forcing such thoughts of the boy that disap-

peared— if he ever was at all—from his mind as he looked at the door in front

of him. It was oak; a sturdy, heavy, wood that had always frightened him as
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a child. It always seemed to mimic the door in the fairytale 'Snow White'

when the nanny got her head chopped offby the bureau and, though he now
knew that it was no such thing or in no way associated with it, the boy had

to cringe with his thoughts and the memories that trailed around them.

It occurred to him then that he had never once gone into his mother's

room alone. That, in the very darkest corner of his mind where he shoved all

the unpleasant memories, this was where Thyme had talked him into sneaking

into the day before he disappeared.

"Scare-dey cat! Scare-dey cat!""^& voice, young as it was old, trailed

its way though his mind. Clawing and clinging to the edges of his memory
and forcing itselfforward as Damon stared at the door. "Nevergonnago trough

it. Never gonna see. . . Scare-dey cat! Scare-dey cat!"

The boy sighed and shook his head again; he couldn't deal with those

memories now. It almost made him wish Matt could have come. The other

boy was always a good influence on him, always calm or reasonable when
he needed it. But Damon knew he couldn't have just let him come when his

mother had only just opened the door to him, her son. To bring Matt would

have been to bring disaster, to bring death where it wasn't needed and to bring

anger where there wasn't. . .much anymore; it would have been a mistake.

That was mostly true anyway, mostly right, and ifhe could just keep

telling himself that that was why Matt couldn't come then it was all right.

"Scare-dey cat it'sjust a door. Just a door.

"

The boy pressed himselfagainst the door, feeling the old, dark, wood
against his cheek and hearing, vaguely, the floor groan and shriek against his

weight. It really was just a door. Just a simple door he had been afraid of as

a child. A door that had hidden his mother from his sight on bad days...

a

door that had never changed and had always seemed blacker then any other

point in the house. Despite all that, however, ir was sxiW just a door.

He pressed it open slowly, as slowly as any door could ever hope

to open, and listened to it chortle to him. It whispered such secrets. Such

promises almost, things that the woman downstairs had never done and the

boy smiled, blue eyes crinkling in the gloom.

"You think that's special do you? You opened the door. . . congratula-

tions!"

Thyme had never said that to him but that was okay. He wasn't pay-

ing attention to what the memories said anymore anyway. He was watching

the room, the oddly familiar room that he never remembered seeing before.

The room that was something murky and faded and perfectly normal in his

memory that wasn't.

Damon let the smile slide from his face as he slowly stepped through

the door, the dark door that had promised him such dark things just moments

ago.
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The room was really rather normal, for his mother at least. Painted

something brackish, almost red and almost brown, but not quite either at

the same time. The bed was white, as white as snow could ever be before its

coverings dipped down to the floor to mix with the auburn color found there.

There the covers were tainted, as though the floor had latched onto the edge

of the cloth simply to see if it could leach some cleanliness from it. Instead,

it simply seemed to contaminate the only clean thing there, while the floor

seemed neither worse nor better for its attempt.

The boy sighed and walked slowly over to the lace covering and laid

his hands on it leisurely caressing the soft material almost reverently. He'd

almost been hoping for something. Something different, something so unusual

he could use it to get back at his mother for something. Something.

"There! You scare-dey cat. . . we made it. We made it and no ones come.

No ones come to get you. "The voice from his memory laughed and he could

almost see the other boy's small body spinning around in the open area of

the floor, right before the chest of drawers across from the end of the bed.

"Mother'sfar away. . . no ones come. Not even JaynelJaynel"

"Stop it Thyme!"M\, there was his own his own voice in his memory,

or nightmare. "Jayne's been dead a long time... leave her alone. Leave momma
alone too.

"

The little body, little ghost, spun wildly on the floor arms out as if

to touch everything at once, laughing softly at his own privet joke, one that

he shared with no one. "But don'tyou see? Don'tyou see?"

He hadn't seen. He hadn't.

He could see his mother now, though. She must have gotten up

from the table not long ago because her severe face was pinched and pale as

she stared at her son, sitting on her bed.

Damon had always looked diff^erent then his mother; the woman
and her long red-black hair, same as Thyme's, and green eyes that sparkled

oddly in the gloom. He remembered once someone asking his mother if he

was adopted but he wasn't, his mother said so, claiming he looked like his

missing father. Had his eyes, she had said that day, and nose.

She had claimed Jayne had been the same, too, except she had had

her hair and Jayne had been dead for a long time.

"Now... you..." His mother frowned at him, standing in between

him and the ghost. And Damon smiled again, that was what she always said;

she could never remember his name at the drop of a hat. "Now... you...you

best be getting on."

"But I haven't seen the dolls yet." It was the excuse Damon had used

to get up here, anyway, and he figured it was the one to use to get to stay at

least until he found what he was looking for and got his mother to promise

to let Matt visit the house later. "You said I could see the paper dolls."
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The paper dolls, the little things Thyme had made the day before he

had disappeared. . .the little soulless things that smiled with no eyes, no mouths

against the white paper. They had no clothes either. They'd never had clothes.

Not until his mother had taken them. Only then had they gotten clothes, or

most of them did.

Just like Jayne did even though she wasn't alive.

And Thyme had brought them into his mother's room. Brought them

out from the hole in the wall where they hid them before and laughed, showing

them to Damon again as though he had never once seen them before. Never

seen their blank little faces as his friend smiled, a sickeningly little grin past his

dark lips that said so much and so little, before claiming, "This is Damon!'

"There are no dolls.'' His mother's voice shot out, a harsh whisper

that tore the younger man from his thoughts and startled him more then

if he had been shot. That was how it was with his mother's voice, always so

rough and smooth in the growing twilight of the room. It half growled like a

damned beast against the dreary corners and inscrutable places of the room

when you didn't expect it. The blond haired boy turned his head away and

looked back down at the bed where he could almost see the shadows eating

at the white coverlet while the snuff-colored floor and walls reached out to

suck at the light that came from the window. "There never were."

"This is Damon!"

"There were always dolls." The boy responded, nodding at the ghost

that still danced around the floor though looser, as though he were fading

away like the years had faded past until he hadn't even remembered the other.

Hadn't remembered the day... "There were always dolls."

"Then where are they, Damon?"

The baleful grin was back on the ghosts pale face, framed in the

translucent version of his mother's hair and his blue eyes gleamed as the sun

set, sending streams of lilac and rose into the ugly room.

"Where are they?"

Damon smiled a bit, half-light shooting though his blue eyes as he

turned more fully towards the woman that was his mother. He hadn't really

looked at her for a long time. First, because he had not been allowed to meet

with her for years as she came to terms his preference and then because he

hadn't wanted to see.

He didn't want to see the woman as she was now. Someone old and

shriveled with red-violet hair, dead and silver, down her back... her face fro-

zen into the scowl that never left. He hadn't wanted to understand the moth

eaten clothes or the dirty pots and pans that adorned the ragged kitchen or

remember the pictures that had disappeared from the walls. He had wanted

someone to love or hate. Hate so the memories would truly die because he

knew it was all her fault, or love because he understood. He hadn't wanted
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to see her tired eyes a faded, dim, green that sparkled briefly with Hfe as she

tried to force him from the room.

"You know that better than I would." The boy said at last, nodding

a bit to both the ghost that had all but disappeared and his mother who was

no longer a mother at all and all but knew it then.

The woman paused, staring at him as though it was the first time

she had really looked at him, and Damon realized, belatedly, that that could

have very well been the case. It was such a peculiar look: shock, mixed with

disgust and something else all together unnamable. "You have the prettiest

blue eyes. . .your father's eyes."

He didn't respond; didn't know how to at the moment and so the

woman went on, twirling a lock of silver-red hair between her fingers as she

smiled. "You're right. I do know that better then you."

"Oh?" Damon replied, rather surprised at her accepting and agreeing

to what he said.

"Oh." She nodded and gestured behind her with a hand before turn-

ing around to hide a suddenly crafty smile that twisted her old face dark in

the dusty lighting. "I know where the dolls are."

The boy frowned and took a slow step toward her from behind. The

light had all but passed away now and he knew he should have started home

long ago or called. But he hadn't and now his mother was talking, agreeing

with him. Perhaps, he thought, it's the gloom that caused it, the ending ofthe

sunset.

His mother danced away from the large chest of drawers. An odd,

old, piece that had too solid doors, which opened outward to reveal a set of

shelves and a couple of pull out drawers behind them, all crafted in the same

old wood. "Then go ahead. . .go ahead. . .Damon. See the paper dolls. They're

right there before you."

Damon hesitated, looking over at the woman slightly baffled before

slowly opening the doors. They were heavy, but not too heavy. Much less than

the door to the room had been and he had been afraid of that door

Ignoring the look, the odd look that lay half hidden by the light in

the room, the boy peered into it the shelves and drawers before jerking back

in shock as the picture before him froze suddenly into his awareness. It was a

normal looking set up at first. A little comb, a token perhaps from someone

long ago, and various other little things laid out in a nice—though slightly

cluttered—way atop the shelves that didn't try to open into drawers. But also

on those shelves, just high enough to be eye level, was a jar.

It was a simple enough looking jar, one that he may have associated

with his mother using to hold jam or to pickle things in. But it was different,

too, at the same time. It didn't hold any little treasure; at least not the type

Damon would have deemed a treasure, and while it did hold jelly it was not
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the type he would have assumed. Within the glass confides there was a clear,

slightly yellowish looking, jelly and lingering, just so, inside that, as though

they were prizes or treats hidden away for a child that spring to have, there

was something he could have never believed.

Inside were eyes, three pairs of startling blue eyes; each one of them

smiling at him the way the eyeless, soulless, faces the paper dolls did. One
set was tiny, another not too big against the last; a large pair that peeked out

from behind the others. And all, all the same startling color of blue.

He didn't even notice the paper dolls, the same old paper dolls faded

and bloodied from ages ago or the ghost that stood beside him. He never

noticed until his blue eyes, same as those that smiled in the jar, widened in

sudden realization and by then he had found his Father's old shoehorn jammed

in his throat.

"There's Jayne, and Papa, and Thyme and now little Damon." His

mother crooned the words into his ear, pointing to each of the paper dolls

in turn while she held his body as it jerked and rasped in its shocked, its life

breath seeping from it without his realization. "There's Damon."

She beamed at him, tutting at the way his mouth moved silently as

his breathing rasped slowly around the horn and blood that trickled down into

his lungs. She didn't take any notice of the knocking at the door from down
stairs so the front door opened slowly, the person having done the knocking

finally giving up at getting anyone's attention.

"Damon? ...You here? It's me; Matt...you left me a message...?"

And the blue eyes in the jar smiled around the congealed liquid as the tenor

voice rang from the first floor. "Damon...? Anyone?"

The ghost chortled, laughing again in the room as the mother lowered

the body, his best friend, to the floor and blood began dripping through the

old floorboards to splatter on the guest's head. "Don'tyou see?. ..Don'tyou see?

It doesn't matter. . .

"

You have the prettiest blue eyes. .

.

Sarah Rose

Riverside High School

Mrs. Delap
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Third Place Fiction

The Library

Crouched down low, behind the shelfofbiographies, Savannah waited

impatiendy for Ms. Wright to finish organizing the new magazines, two rows

over. "Patience," she chided herself The terrifying thought of being caught

just because she could not sit still for five more minutes froze her in place. If

there was one thing she had learned quickly at this school, it was to be wary

of the librarians.

Savannah had experienced their wrath a few times more then she

would have liked, when she used to come in the main entrance to the library.

There was always one of them sitting behind the desk with an "American

Gothic" sort of stare. Instantly, Savannah would be tersely reminded that

she should be quick in her selection because school was over, and the library

would soon be closing.

This was how she inadvertently discovered the elevator one day.

The strictest of all the librarians, Ms. Wright, knew Savannah had come in,

but had not seen her leave. In a matter of seconds she had found Savannah

engrossed in The Adventures ofHuckleberry Finn. Savannah jumped at the

sound of Ms. Wright's sharp voice, "It's closing time, young lady." With Ms.

Wright at her heels. Savannah had no choice but to leave.

The thought of spending another night on the cold streets willed her to

venture up a set of stairs to her right. She passed a teacher on her way up and

thought now she would definitely have to leave. But the teacher smiled as

he continued walking and nonchalantly inquired, "Forget something in your

locker?" Her momentary fear washed away and she quickly replied, "Oh,

yes, I need that economics book." Savannah felt bad about lying, but, the

teacher had made the assumption. Although Savannah was 20, she looked

a few years younger simply because she was so tiny. Hardly ever getting

enough to eat, she was much skinnier than she should have been, which gave

her the appearance of a teenager.

Just as she made her way into the building, an elevator door

simultaneously opened, as ifbeckoning her to enter. Savannah looked around

and saw no one. She stepped into the elevator, cautiously. She decided to

see where it would lead her, going down first, and later exploring upstairs.

Much to her delight, the door opened to a familiar room. Savannah grinned

to herself as she realized she was back in the library.

She had been using the elevator to come and go from the library
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ever since. It was much easier to handle the sporadic encounter with a

teacher or injured student, as opposed to one of those crabby Ubrarians. As

much as she wished she could, Savannah knew it was too risky to stay in the

library all the time. Her current routine worked out nicely though. It always

blew her away how easily she could come and go from the school, without

ever being questioned of her presence there. Everyone just assumed she was

a student or visitor.

Savannah had caught on to the bell schedule and used it to her

advantage. To avoid anyone who might be using the elevator, she would

simply climb the stairs into the building about 3:05p.m., daily. Next, she

would ride down to the library, where she hid in one of the group study

rooms that almost no one ever used. She now knew that the librarian left at

the sound of the bell for detention hall to begin. So, she had approximately

a twenty minute wait.

After that, the library belonged to Savannah, or, so she liked to think.

She had always loved to read, but she had never had much of an opportunity

to do so back when she was at the children's shelter. Nevertheless, now that

she was on her own, she had more freedom. Savannah often dreamed of

someday being able to go to college. High school had been rough for her.

She had a thirst for knowledge and always worked hard in her classes. Sadly,

the other students teased her because of the few clothes she had. She had

grown up in shelters, and pretty much everyone knew it. Savannah never

understood why her peers could not look past that small detail.

Following the click of the lock. Savannah went straight to the M's

to pick up where she left off on Margaret Mitchell's Gone with the Wind. It

was one of the most captivating books Savannah had ever read. Normally,

once it got dark outside, she would stop her reading and curl up on a couch

in the teacher's library for the night, but, she was so captivated by this book

that she could not put it down. She got comfortable in one of those bowl-

shaped chairs. Savannah lost track of time, but she continued to read, even

as her &y&s grew heavy.

Several hours later, the 7:25a.m. tardy bell (which had become

Savannah's alarm clock) rang for the orchestra students. She did not stir

until minutes later, and something in her mind told her she was late and

needed to get up. Book in her lap and eyes still closed. Savannah stretched

her arms and yawned. Suddenly, her eyes popped open and she let out

a short, breathless gasp. Panic rose in her throat, and her adrenaline was

pumping, full speed.

Sitting directly in front ofher was the horrid Ms. Wright. Savannah

braced herself for the worst. Ms. Wright had the angriest face Savannah had
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ever seen. As their eyes met, Savannah could see that Ms. Wright was shghtly

older than she had originally guessed. The lines around her face seemed to

be the product of all her years of glaring at young people.

In a split second, Ms. Wright's tenseness appeared to dissolve. Her

voice sounded much softer and kinder than Savannah had ever heard before.

"Do you not have anywhere else to stay?" Ms Wright asked. Hollow lies filled

Savannah's head, none of them plausible. After much hesitation, Savannah

realized that she had been holding her breath. A barely audible, "No" was all

she could utter as she breathed out.

Savannah trembled with the idea of being reported to the police as

an intruder. Now, with a criminal record, she would never be able to find a

job. Reality hit, as she knew she would have to stay at the homeless shelter

all week, instead of the weekends only. No more peaceful evenings and her

own private space. Her little joy had come to an end.

Interrupting her thoughts, Ms. Wright began questioning her about

how she had come to stay at this library. Savannah decided that she might

as well tell the whole story. When she finished, Ms. Wright was smiling and

said, "I do believe you are one of the most clever people I have ever met.

Unfortunately, though, you cannot continue to stay here." Silence followed

and Savannah's palms began to sweat. At last, Ms. Wright asked, "So how

about you stay with me?" She began to tell of how her husband had died

years earlier and she had no children. She, too, was alone and would love the

companionship. "And," Ms. Wright added, "given your taste in literature,"

she glanced down at the other books scattered around Savannah, "I'm sure

we could find plenty to talk about."

Savannah felt a pang of guilt as she began to see that she had

completely misjudged this woman. She had been no better than all the

managers at businesses that turned her down for jobs, as soon as they found

that she did not have a permanent residence. Or, all those relentless students

that made fun of Savannah all those years in school. "Thank you," she

responded, as her eyes began to mist, "I'd really like that."

Cassandra Morrow

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Checkmate

"That came from the war."

My finger, recently softened from Dawn and chipped dishes, ran

over the white muzzle and down the mane, tracing the circular base.

"I was in North Africa," he continued. "During an air raid, a few

of us took shelter under a bridge. I looked down at my feet," he said, taking

the miniature steed in his hands, holding it up to the light, "and found this

fellow peering up at me through several layers of dirt. Look."

His pale, aged hands took the magnifying glass off of the coffee

table and placed it in mine, holding the little sculpture up so I could see it.

I pulled the rectangular lens forward and backward until the view focused.

"Look in the creases of the mane," he indicated. A thin thread of

dirt ran deeply through the crevices. "North African soil! Fifty-seven years

old, how about that. Ivory." I gently galloped it along the edge of the table,

carefully tapping the base to the wood. "I often wonder where the rest of the

set was," he said thoughtfully. "I wonder if he misses his brethren. Almost

felt bad taking him home without searching for more pieces. I like to picture

homeless men playing a game of chess under that bridge right before the raid

began."

I laughed.

"Think you could draw me a picture of that sometime?" he asked,

slapping his hand down on my shoulder. "A couple of hobos playing chess

with this little chap under a bridge?"

I nodded, even though I hadn't drawn in years. After sixth grade

art class, I'd stowed my graphite and oils in the back ofmy underwear drawer

wrapped up in a swimsuit top from summer. When my mother had asked

me to make something nice to hang in the front hall for Thanksgiving, I'd

told her that my teacher had mistaken them for the schoolis property and

kept them in the classroom. My mother knew that my grandfather appreci-

ated my art—he had one of my pottery pieces, halfway collapsed from the

slightly broken kiln, from third grade, and an acrylic portrait of my dog

above his desk.

He reached for a nearby copy of The Smithsonian and tore out the

subscription card, handing it to me with a pen. "Write this down, there were

some important details."

I took the pen, sat up straight (quite the challenge in a La-Z-Boy),

and listened. He reached into his tweed blazer pocket, extracting a pack of

cigarettes and taking one after offering the pack to me. I politely declined;

sometime during his eighty-two years, he had missed the government memo
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about smoking age limits.

He shrugged. "Suit yourself," he said, and lit up, reclining in his

seat and puffing nostalgically. "It wasn't too big of a bridge—short, old; made

of the rocks from a river nearby. Probably so old those Africans dragged the

stones up there themselves. You ever seen an old bridge be built, Melinda?"

Before I could shake my head, he shook his and muttered, "Course you

havenit, you're too young. You've just seen the cranes. Men used to build

bridges vv^ith their bare hands. Take a cart dovs^n to the river, lift the rocks

yourself and haul it back up the hill. Mix your own cement and build it up

from the ground, simple as that. They looked a hell of a lot better than the

new ones." Taking a drag, he closed his eyes in intent concentration. "Had

a name. .
." he wrinkled his brow and shook his head. "Don't remember it.

Flinney would but heis dead. You can make up a name."

I hopelessly denied this statement in the back ofmy head through a

managed nod—I lacked fuses of creativity the way the dead stems in the gar-

den out the window in front ofme lacked fruit, but the old man didn't know

this. Telling him otherwise would be a vain effiort; the comment would be

dismissed and my assignment would remain.

"It was about seven in the morning when the raid began. Bomb
shelters, they're like labyrinths with a bunch of turns in them...we knew a

direct hit would take it out, simple as that. So we ran to the nearest shelter,

and that was that bridge, about eighty yards away. Crawled back in there, in

the far corners where it gets tight, curled up, slapped our hands over our ears

and could still hear the raid through them."

My older brother walked in at the end of the sentence, carrying a

box of printer paper for the computer he was setting up in our grandfather's

study. Eyes fixed on the gentleman in his tweed suit, he stooped to sit on a

footrest near us, set the box down on the floor and listened.

The storyteller didn't give so much as a glance of recognition to

Corey. "We both survived. No major injuries. Raid lasted a few hours I

suppose." His eyes unglazed and he looked concentratingly at me. "Dirty,

that bridge was dirty, I must say. It was hard to stand, since it was just one

big slope of packed mud and dust—you kept slipping everywhere. And the

stones were covered in a few layers of grime on the inside; outside the bridge

wasn't as bad, being exposed to rain and wind and all, but I must say. . .think

you could get that? Throw some dirt colors in there?"

I nodded and jotted down 'browns and tans' on the card to satisfy

him; he nodded approvingly.

"Now let's see. . .1 see two hobos under that bridge. . .one is wearing

a fedora about the color of your grandmother's Tupperware in there and a
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fringed gray jacket. The other oneis got an old patchwork quik draped over

his knees and a raggedy blue sweater over his shoulders. They're over to the

side, the right, that is, bent over a cardboard chess set that's lying on the

ground. The pieces on the board are all from different sets, collected over

time. The one with the hat is white, the other black. Hat-Man is holding

the knight
—

" he indicated the small horse in his palm
—

" and the other

has his chin rested on his knuckles, looking at the board. Thereis people

walking over the bridge, but doni't put too much emphasis on them, theyire

just a bunch of people in trench coats carrying briefcases and the like." He

let the smoke swirl in front of him, carving patterns in the impure oxygen,

and deposited the butt in the ashtray on the table. "You'll need to use light

well. It's dark under bridges, especially that one, but you need a focal point;

the knight. The light should come from the white pieces, reflected in the

black castles and pawns." From his inside coat pocket he took a peppermint,

grasped both ends and let the cellophane unwind, slowly placing it in his

mouth. "I've tried to draw it several times, but Ii'm not much of an artist

anymore."

Corey cleared his throat. "Opa? I got the Dell hooked up. Youi'U

just need to secure a username a password then login and confirm your Ho-

tmail account and youire good to go.

"

"To hell. This whole thing was your grandmother's idea, I don't

know the slightest about any of that—you fix it if you don't mind, Corey."

That night 1 sat in front of my easel and a thin canvas. I had

unearthed the easel in pieces from the back of my closet and somehow re-

assembled it, lashing intersecting wood planks together with hair ribbons

where I had lost the screws, and I'd found the canvas sandwiched between

a bookcase and wall. And having locking the door, I'd reached back in my
underwear drawer and untied the ties of the black swimsuit, unwrapping it

and extracting three tubes: red, yellow and blue. Then I'd opened the drawer

to the right and taken out a pair of Christmas socks, pulling them apart to

find violet, green, black and white nestled in a candy-cane striped knee-high.

Brushes were hidden on a tiny piece ofwood inside the drawer, six of them

made of fine animal hair, some kind of Australian mink my art teacher told

me about. Paper plates were snatched from beneath the china in the kitchen,

a red cup full of water set beside the easel on a stool.

Now, from the floor, I reached up to the stool for a tube and un-

screwed the tiny cap. With both hands I held it out in front of me at eye

level and from it slowly squeezed black oil paint in a perfect loop. It wasnit

crusty as I'd expected. I blended white and purple until I had three shades
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each of black, brown, gray and white, and then five ofbrown around the pe-

rimeter of the plate. Standing up, I drew the colors over bare canvas, layering

and blending and smoothing and whirling the strands until before I knew it,

I had created a bridge. Two hobos walked out from behind the rock columns

and sat down and one pulled out a board and the other adjusted his cap,

and then suddenly, they were huddled in the cold hunched over a board in

fiercely silent competition, unaware that people walked above them swing-

ing briefcases and canes. The little knight watched it all from the hand of

the man with the hat. I blinked and stood back. Dawn was peeking outside,

and the Vivaldi CD has stopped playing without my acknowledgement.

The next morning I found myself in my grandfather's study, stand-

ing on the cushion ofan armchair and balancing by leaning my knees against

the plushy back, driving a four-inch nail into the wall.

"Melinda, ifyou would just let me do it," my grandfather moaned

from the seat in front of his new computer, swiveled around to face me.

"Here," Corey offered, reaching for the hammer. "Dad and I hung

all those mirrors in Oma's bedroom last summer."

"No, no, no, let the girl handle it," our grandfather waved away.

"She's got it, she won't break a nail," he chuckled good-naturedly.

I slowly lifted the picture over the hook and straightened it out a

bit.

"A little to the left," he called.

I adjusted it.

"Perfect."

He stood up, lit a cigarette and pulled the blinds up. Early after-

noon light spilled through and fell over the bookshelves, walls and framed

my work.

"Absolutely flawless," he murmured. "You handled the lighting

brilliantly," he said, smiling and patting me on the back. "Just how I said,

the litde boy's lighting up the whole place but not directly. ..glowing the

place, shall we say?. . .yes, I believe so."

I walked back up the street in silence with Corey at my side. He

was wearing his coral-colored painteris pants, a genuine rarity that our

mother gave him for Christmas last year. He absolutely refused to wear them

anywhere except at home and to our grandparents', even though I know he

really liked them, even if he did call them the Cursed Coral Cargos. They

really were a lovely shade of red. The hammer was slung through the loop

on the leg and the box of nails in one of his many roomy pockets.
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"I wish they made the pockets bigger in girl's jeans," I said, taking

a stab at conversation.

"I wouldnit know," he muttered.

"Well, in the attempt to make pants as tight as possible so that they

hug our thighs like tinted saran wrap, they leave very little room for pockets,

so if you slip as much as a dollar fifty in there there's a huge bulge. Guy's

pockets are roomy."

"Whatever you say," he shrugged, turning into our driveway.

That night at home I did the laundry. Reaching into the side

pocket of the coral cargo pants, I extracted a lonely white horse.

Corey looked surprised at breakfast the next morning when he saw

an ivory knight in the windowsill. "How'd he get over here?"

I shrugged and prodded my eggs. "Didn't you bring him?"

He scoffed. "You kidding? Opa would die if that thing was gone

for ten minutes, I'm not about to mess with that."

I raised my eyebrows but didnit look up at him. "It was in your

pocket."

"It was?"

"The Cursed Coral Cargos."

He looked truly bewildered. "Maybe it fell in. Those pockets are

big, you said so yourself."

At ten o'clock a.m. we walked back down the street, Corey in his

football practice shorts, me in tight jeans with a bulging pocket, the outline

of a horse visible through it.

Pushing open the door, we found my grandfather on the couch in

a plaid bathrobe twirling his thumbs. "I believe our friend has abandoned

me," he said forlornly. "I think he became jealous of his oil counterpart and

left for home."

"No, he's here," I said, holding out my stashed treasure before him.

I dropped it into his cupped hands.

"There you are!" he cried triumphantly. "Did you take him?" he

asked, looking eagerly at us.

"Followed me home," Corey shrugged.

"Oh. Well in that case, we need tea and a cigarette. Come into the

breakfast room, I'll get Oma up..."

"No need, I'll throw something together if you're hungry," I said,

already walking to the cabinet and taking out the Quaker Oats.

"Alright. You make them better anyway," he chortled, setting the
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horse in the windowsill and following me into the kitchen.

As I rinsed out a pot and turned the stove on I heard the crackle of

a lighter and the rustle ofpages ofback issues ofThe Smithsonian in the next

room.

"April 1987—best issue, Corey," my grandfather called. "Great

stories, fantastic photos."

"Thatis when I was born," I grinned.

"It is, isn't? Well I'll be."

"Opa?" Corey called. "Did you take the horse?"

"Knight, Corey. Ifyou ever learn to play chess, for God's sake call

it a knight, it's proper terminology."

"No, seriously, did you, is it in the kitchen?"

"Windowsill, Corey."

"Did you open it?"

"No, it's drafiy in here as it is. Why?"

I stepped into the living room. Corey stood in front of a window

cracked about three inches. Through it I glimpsed a green fedora and a faded

gray jacket disappearing down the street, grimy fingers closed tightly around

a gleaming white beacon.

Anna Chandler

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Insight

Life is death. Ifyou are reading my memoirs, I have either lost my

mind or kicked the metaphorical bucket. I only wish you the gift ofsight in your

endeavors. The graphic nature ofmy encounters with the outside world and the

actions I have taken can only bejustified by my personalphilosophies. I ask you

to open your mind and hope you do not take offense to my views. I see myselfas

equal to all and do not look down upon human nature exceptfor the pettiness

ofour kind. Iam aflawed man and have had my share ofbad breaks but have

come to the realization that we only measure ourselves to survive in modern society.

I wish to lendyou my eyes, givingyou control ofmy life. The blind shall see the

plight ofyesteryear.

My psychiatrist told me to record all my thoughts and feelings. He

wants me to express myself through words. Maybe I will get something out

of this. I'm thirty years old and am seeking purpose. On my twenty-first

birthday, I asked myself the question, why do I go on? I was flabbergasted.

At that moment, I questioned my very being. I needed to find myself and

am still searching.

I was born July 4, 1952, two miles left of St. Mary's, across the

street from the Galleria in a used bucket of the colonel's original recipe. I

knew there was something difl^erent about me my whole life. As a child, I

was deprived of the luxuries of life but learned to appreciate what was truly

important. I never gave up hope though times were bad and had faith in

myself

As for my parents, my father wasn't around too often and mom,

when not tripping on LSD, would just tell me he's out fishing. I often

wondered if he would take me one day; make me a man. One Sunday

morning my father jerked me out of bed and told me we were going to go

and have a good time. I was twelve years old when my father raped me. I

was confused and asked myselfwhy? Strange thoughts were flowing through

my head. After calming down from my state of discombolulation, I realized

that my father expressed his feelings towards me. Some parents teach their

offspring about the birds and the bees, but no. . .my father gives a whole new

perspective.

My mother worked three jobs and spent all of her income on her

"medicines." She told me she was saving me from the evils of the world.

I recall the good times I had while she was passed out playing with our

friendly tenants, the cock-a-roaches. Sometimes mom would let me play

with her imaginary friends. I learned how to manage during my years with
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my mother. I became accustomed to self-sufficiency. These skills I acquired

as a result of my maternal figures tutelage. Silly me, what I thought was

neglect was just a loving parent with the utmost confidence in her darling

son.

When I was fifteen years old, I was sent into the world alone. I held

my head up high and thrusted myself towards the intricate fibers of society.

I, like anyone naive of their surroundings, began to explore the vast confines

of the world. I engaged in conversation with anyone who was willing to

offer up a minute of their time. I was surprised to find that the people I

conversed with as well as those who denied conversations shared a common
characteristic; they were all judgmental. I was looked upon as no more than

a blemish on the butt of society. Being subjected to the cutthroat words and

actions of others, I experienced the downfall ofhuman nature.

For the next couple years of my life, I devoted myself to

enlightenment. The questions that were asked but not answered my calling.

I sought to explain purpose, both mine and of others. I was eighteen years of

age, friendless, self-sufficient, and free of financial obligations. I had suffered

from repressed anger and one day I snapped. With all my might, I threw on

punch towards a car window, only to be intercepted by a state trooper's well-

groomed face. I, at the time, was not concerned with my act of vengeance

but that the consequences ofmy actions were repaid.

I was sentenced by the jury to serve three years in prison. For

some strange reason, I felt at home. I thought this was my second chance

and that maybe I could be understood. Curiosity consumed my being. I

wanted to know what happened to these men. People generally will not take

responsibility for their actions and in turn, contribute to the hypocrisies of

society. Surveying the courtyard, I had seen a vaguely familiar face. I walked

over to confront my father. The man did not remember me. I grasped his

neck and whispered in his ear. I said to him on that day, you have violated

me and I forgive you. However, I do not wish harm upon you. I had never

seen a grown man cry until that moment. My father begged for his life;

which I had no intention of taking. The warden decided it would be better

to take me away from people.

For my actions, I was sentenced to the rest ofmy time in isolation.

Time had no boundaries; it was time to converse with the one I neglected,

myself I ofiren wondered if my past was a test for my fiiture. The room

is quiet and dark and I believe I've sunk to a new low. I started talking to

myself about talking to myself Consequently, I do not yearn for human

interaction. My only wish is to experience purity.
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I began to question human existence. We are all created equal, but

after time, are controlled by greed and false ideals. We begin to materialize

anything or anyone we come into contact with and in turn replace basic

human emotion. If I am to survive in the world, do I not need to alter my

views? If I am not entitled to act on instincts, am I not deprived of my

human rights? Have my senses escaped from me or is it real? Wait, yes,

the door slowly opened and a bright light shone through my feeble mind. I

was free from the confines of my cell. However, I decided to sit a while and

reflect.

Over the years, I have had faith in human nature, although I was

not one of good fortune. I refijse to be the victim of hypocrisy and accept

my past in order to advance in life. But I have not yet experienced the purity,

the basic moral fibers of mankind. Why do I go on when society lashes out

at me?

It is now 1982. I have still not acquired the knowledge I require, but

have overrun my inner demons. Today was the coldest day I've experienced

in my life. I met a little girl named Lily. She introduced herself to me. She

held my hand and took me across the street...

Robert Berenson

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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How to Address aWizard

In Ursula K. Le Guin's books about the land of Earthsea, knowing

a wizard's name means you can take away their power. That's why wizards

tell their true names only to people they really trust. They give everyone else

an alias, some false name that has no ability to control when spoken. Being

told a wizardis true name is one of the greatest gifts of friendship you can

receive; it means you are highly trusted and esteemed and worth taking risks

for. Because thatis what opening up is— a big, big risk.

I want Max to say my name. It occurred to me yesterday that I

don't think I've ever heard him say it. I know his voice well, and can imagine

the name sliding off his tongue and easily passing out of his mouth, but I

canit recall a single memory of actually hearing it spoken.

I have no idea how to get him to say it. He always has my attention

when I know he's nearby; I've never overheard any of his private conversa-

tions to hear him mention me. For all I know, he doesnit talk about me to

other people at all. This could be either because he does not find me im-

portant enough to talk about me with other people, that other people don't

find me important enough to talk about me with him, or—hope beyond all

hopes—I am too close to his heart for him to speak of me to others. My
name, sacred above all names, should not be blasphemed by the mouths of

lesser beings whose love for me is not nearly as great as his own. I am a topic

to be considered only secretly within himself Then again, I imagine that if

he does talk about me, it's probably because the other person brought me up,

and after they spoke my name, he could use the generic subject "she."

But I digress.

It isn't that he doesn't know my name. We've been friends for a few

years now. Together we've climbed trees, been places we shouldn't have gone

during school lunch hour, acted side-by-side on stage, and goodness knows

we've had no shortage of arguments. We play in a band together; we talk on

line for hours. How could he not know my name?

He has to say it because he wants to. I can't just go up to him and

say, "What are you waiting for? Say my name already!" No one can prompt

him. Maybe when he passes me in the hall and I donit see him, instead of

waving, he'll call out to me. It has to be a deliberate effort to get my atten-

tion. Maybe he'll drop it in a seemingly casual manner during a conversa-

tion with me, while actually, his heart is beating with the anticipation of all

that it means. I donit have a name to hide from him; everyone calls me by

the same one. Instead, his power comes from the fact that it would mean

something to me to hear him say it. It would be the ultimate confirmation

that, to him, I do exist.

For some reason, Donald B. Carson IV does not want anyone to
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know what the B in his name stands for. Before I knew what his middle

initial was, I always imagined that his middle name must be Maximilian,

because where else would he get the name Max from? (The answer is that it

was his mothers maiden name; he and his father both go by different names

so that there isn't a lot of confusion whenever the family talks about one of

the three living Donalds.) I donit remember how I was first introduced to

the enigmatic B, but I found out quickly that he doesnit want anyone to

know his middle name.

At first, the only two friends in our mutual group who knew were

the two who had known Max since he was little, almost in diapers. I realized

he was serious about keeping the name a secret when the two aforemen-

tioned friends couldn't be persuaded to reveal it to me, or anyone else for that

matter, not even when offered chocolate, cookies, five dollars, or a willing

slave who would do their chemistry homework for a week. Apparently, they

were sworn not to tell under pains of death.

I don't know why were all so anxious to know what it was. For

some of us, it may have been that he knew our middle names, and we felt

naked when the willingness to reveal the stupid, embarrassing names our

parents had given us was not reciprocated. For others, it may have been the

lure of power. Clearly, the name has some sort of effect on him if he tries so

hard to keep the knowledge to himself

I would have imagined I had built up more trust by our sophomore

year than he could ever place in any of the newly arrived freshmen, but then

he met Julie. He fell in love with her and told her everything: all about

his family, his childhood, his private thoughts, everything—including the

middle name.

I didn't actually find out from Julie, though she's told me everything

else about him that she could remember, trusting me to keep all private in-

formation to myself She told another friend, who in turn told me. I haven't

told anyone, though. To me, this secret is something to be cherished, to

relish when I'm alone.

For my wizard, it is not a question of the alias (Max) versus the

Christian name his parents gave him (Donald). It is knowledge of the mid-

dle name that gives power to whoever knows it. Donit get me wrong; power

is great—but it's knowing the name and yet keeping it to myself that pleases

me the most.

By the way, I'm not going to tell you what it is.

Rachel Huskey

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Midlife Crisis

I feel sorry for the adolescent dressed as a giant open book, dancing

from one foot to the other outside the county library in order to direct the

attention of little kids towards the world of reading, but I know the children

will actually be frightened or made to laugh—depending on their ages—by
the walking example of literature.

From a distance, the getup looks like an actual book with legible

writing on it, and I quicken my pace to see what book it is. But upon closer

inspection, the writing on the pages is nothing but a bunch of squiggly lines,

a three-year-old's attempt at cursive. I am slightly disappointed; I had hoped

to find a great piece ofwork written on the foam pages, and I had envisioned

myself, in my eagerness to read the lines, tackling the poor kid, bringing him

to the ground in the middle of the parking lot in front of shocked parents

and stern library officials.

To alleviate my discontent, I focus on the circle cutout in the mid-

dle of the book's spine, where the teenis face pokes through the foam cos-

tume, his humiliation disguised by a thin layer of boredom.

I move past Book Boy, through the first set of automatic doors of

the new brick building—^why they are having a fundraiser now, after the

library is already built, I don't know.

I pause in the vestibule and glance over the books displayed behind

a glass window in the wall. Nicholas Sparks, a native to the area, has a new

title out, and the community's bias towards him is apparent in the way his

novel is placed in the center among other less worthy books, all angled in a

way that the viewer's attention is drawn towards the middle of the display

case and his newest volume.

I myself have never read a Nicholas Sparks book, though not for

lack of trying. While many ofmy acquaintances—I wouldn't call the soccer

moms I find myself talking to in line at the bank "friends"—rave about his

"literary masterpieces," I can't escape the fact that after a few chapters ofThe

Notebook—a book I had gone searching for and waited an hour in line to

get signed because I had assumed I would like it and enjoy it for years—

I

became bored.

This is why I try to never judge a book by its cover or purchase a

book I have heard of from soccer moms. Unfortunately, I have been known

to be drawn in by an appealing picture every now and again, and thus the

reason for my being at the library.

I have once again fallen captive to another bad book cloaked by

what I think as a quite decorative and imaginative cover, and now, after
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several nights of forced reading, I must return it, and get it out ofmy house

before it contaminates my collection of literature.

Maybe, I think sarcastically while walking through the second set

of automatic doors and over to the book drop-off, I should write my own

book and entitle it The Big Book of Bad Books with Good Covers. Yes, that

would most certainly make my list of bestsellers.

I pause before putting the book through the return chute, the idea

of authoring my own novel starting to appeal to me.

But no, that wouldn't work. I am a painter, a renderer of houses. I

read, not write, though on occasion I do write a short poem on the inside of

one of my homemade cards, a little hobby of mine while business is slow.

This town has enough to talk about where it concerns me. They

already complain about my non-attendance at PTA meetings even though

I have never procreated. I've even walked in on two women in the ladies'

bathroom at Ryan's Steak House making bets on how many cats I'll own by

the time I hit forty. I don't own any cats at the moment. They already criti-

cize my painting. All I need is for them to call me a failing artist, pretending

to be an even worse writer.

But it's not pretending if you enjoy it, right?

I could always say, "To hell with you," but buying a cat just seems

easier to me. A quick glance at the bulletin board, covered with monthly

events notices and various flyers for this-and-that, tells me that I can adopt

one of Mrs. Smith's kittens.

The initial purpose ofmy trip to the library out of the way, I roam

the aisles, grabbing a few books to take home only after I've read the sum-

maries and flipped through the pages a little. Deciding it's time to go, and

hoping I've spent enough time inside for the crowd to have dissipated, I

proceed to the counter and hand over my green library card.

The lady looks up and flashes a smile surrounded by thin lips paint-

ed red, a color, in my opinion, too ostentatious for a librarian. By just look-

ing at her as a whole, I'd think she is shy and patient, but the lips make me
think that under that grandmotherly exterior is a woman with a bookshelf

full of novels with half-naked men on the covers.

She offers me a bag for my books, and I decline, having brought

my own canvas one from home that live decorated with acrylic paint bought

from Wilson's Five and Dime.

With my bag ofbooks dangling in my right hand, I turn toward the

doors and am disheartened to see that on the other side of the vestibule, the
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parking lot is still full of fundraiser fun.

Outside again, I causally glance around at the people. As I expect,

my eyes fall on several familiar soccer and PTA moms, all thinking that a

face painting booth, a small moonwalk, and a giant dancing teenaged book

will get their children to read. And I highly doubt that a fifty-cent donkey

painted on a child's cheek will go towards buying a lot of books, but they

already have the library, right?

As I head towards where my car is parked, I am stopped by a mom
whose shoeless child, straight out of the moonwalk, is attached to her hand.

"Megan," she addresses me, "Jessy here isn't happy with the but-

terfly the nice lady painted on her face. I was wondering if you could redo

it for her since you paint and all." She smiles at me as if she has given me a

compliment instead of ridiculing my profession in her own petty way.

I glance at the tiny butterfly on the child's cheek and think it looks

pretty good considering the fact that it is painted on flesh instead of canvas

and has a blurred line through the image where the active kid's perspiration

has run over it.

I take great pleasure in digging though my purse, watching the

mother's expectant face as if she thinks I carry a paintbrush and a tube of

paint around like a small padkage of Kleenex.

Her expression changes to one of bafflement, however, when I drop

two quarters in her hand. By way of explanation, I say, "Get something else

painted besides a butterfly. I'm a writer now."

As I spot my car among the minivans, I laugh; the urge to turn

around, run, and tackle the dancing book costume overwhelms me.

Markie Gaddis

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Mr. Benson's House

Erik Pitts

Dorman High School

David Benson
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A Childhood Memory
A day well spent,

making mud pies to sell

to my little sister.

Mixing twigs,

leaves, mud, and stones,

then packed into my mom's

spare bowl.

Singing while I work,

laughing too;

my sister buys it for

a candy or two.

Laughing and running

to stay away,

while she tries

to throw it at my back

Finally succeeding,

we go inside

only to have mom
march us back outside

and say

not again.

Katie Rogers

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Piano

Some of the cracked black keys

From her old piano

Stop dead,

As if an invisible old man

Has laid his finger

On the coiled brass strings,

Muffling the vibrations.

Chuckling to himself

At the frustration

Of the frozen fingers

Pounding harder and harder,

Causing nearby relatives

To contort their faces

And plug their ears.

After The Fire,

She painted it black

To cover the charred mahogany.

As a child,

I played it on Easter and Christmas,

My small fingers loping clumsily

Across the splintered keys.

Jenna Lyles

Greenville Senior High School

Bernard Zaidman
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Untitled

Ian Zapata

Dorman High School

David Benson
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Scrapbook

Sure, I remember

The ever-present draftiness of the old house

Quickly being shooed away by the flaming arms of the fire

Drowsy slippers sailing reluctandy across creaking floors

The sound of Bill Drake's voice

First, a bellowing roar; then, the whisper of a librarian

Trying to get it just right

Changing constantly as my grandmother tampers with the dial

Bursting out the door after a long day at school

As he runs stealthily beside me
Trying, unsuccessfully, to capture by shadow

Sitting with my brothers in the living room

Cereal bowls in hand; jaws moving rhythmically

As the television watches his usual Saturday morning rerun.

Hoping on day to be the greatest

Throwing the orange sphere toward the waiting rim

Hoping to play for the Bulls

That my jump- shot would get better

Also hoping

Who was supposed to be showing me where to start?

And wondering where the man was

These are now all memories

But sometimes I wonder, should I return to that old house

Will ships still sail on kitchen seas?

Will my shadow still enjoy a good race?

And does a little boy still push back tears to shoot a jump- shot

On an old dirt court

Or has what I remembered

Faded away

As the sun does in the western sky?

Desmond Hamilton

^ Broome High School

Manasas
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The Fight

Tried so hard

Used all my might

Tried to resist

But couldn't fight

I fell

Off the edge of reality

Gravity

Grabbed me and pulled tight

Down into a world of pure fantasy

A Utopia of passion

Of dreams come true

Ofwishes granted

Tried too hard

Used all my might

Tried to climb higher

But couldn't fight

I fell

Again

Back down into the world where you loved me back

Perfect

Everything was right

I began to believe

Believe in this fantasy

I stopped asking for the truth

And accepted the deceiving lies

I stopped trying

Regained my might

Didn't think to climb

Forfeited the fight

Content with fantasy

Perfect

But, all of a sudden

Fantasy turned foul

And I found myself looking over the edge of reality

Again

I looked hard

Used my sight

I didn't have to climb down
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I knew

At the bottom

Was a broken heart

My
Broken heart

I walked as far away as I could

From the edge of reality

Tried so hard

Used all my might

But, I fell for you

And, lost the fight

Because

I believed

In fantasy for one minute

And in those sixty seconds

You held my heart

And you dropped it over the edge of

Reality

Tried so hard

Used all my might

But, I fell for you

And, I lost the fight.

Brittnee Sade Gilliam

WoodruffHigh School

Ms. Mason
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Black/White

Would it make a difference if I were black?

What about purple?

Might that change your mind?

If I were a different color,

Would you pass me on the street?

That's right; turn your head away,

I would mean nothing to you.

You could be green, white, pink, or yellow for all I care.

I don't care.

I'm not going to spend my life being a color.

Katie Bartosh

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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The Black Rose

What is wrong? I didn't get picked.

What is it?

Is it my color or the way I look?

They walk by me and say I'm ugly,

They walked and ran all over me.

I was left alone in the cold nights,

Living on nothing but the dirt.

And on top of that they kept me separated,

From the White Roses.

But now things have changed...

I am put with some White Roses,

But not all.

I am called beautiftil and strong.

I get respect and get picked more often.

But yes, I am still a Black Rose

Katrina Littlejohn

Broome High School

Manasas
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Self-Portrait

Alex Orozco

Spartanburg High School

Cynthia Goforth
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Saurgristwen

Breaking sunrays pulse within my bloodstream.

My heartbeat's power made external force is like steam,

Unavoidably imploring me to esteem

The morning's here, and I'm awake.

Lucky and deluded, I wonder where the drums

Have gone. I wonder whether caring is a fool's naive mistake.

Don't bother with a mirror; I can see that I am...

Fiercely relieved at finding strength

To slam myself against the glass

One more time, again and again

Until all sound wanes to silence

And all daylight fades.

And we are standing - as one person -

On the empty stage in blackout.

I reveal in the confines.

I revel in the

Space.

Caitlin Clark

Greenville Senior High School

Bernard Zaidman
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Naiad

I couldn't tell you

when my infatuation with drowning began.

I remember being a child in the bathtub, inhaling the room-temperature

water my mother poured over my face as if it were my oxygen.

When I was older,

and able to bathe myself,

I would lie in the almost

unbearably hot water

until my ears filled so completely

that I could hear

nothing except the fluid.

I'd open my eyes and gaze around

my clear, perfect cocoon.

And I remember those sultry August nights when I would spend hours in the

pool, my hair fanning out like ebony tentacles, webbing around my arms.

Even in my dreams,

it would wash over me all night long.

Experiencing withdrawal upon awakening,

I would compulsively consume water,

forcing the chilled molecules

down my throat.

Once, while shaving my
legs on the bathroom counter,

I slipped, and the razor

grazed my kneecap to my inner thigh.

At first, I winced, recoiling at the incision until I saw bubbles of water had

replaced my blood, torrentially pouring from my incised vein.

Only then did I realize

that I was drowning myself

from the inside.

From then on, I wept,

sweating even in a frozen room

as the water that was trapped within me labors to escape.

Tiffany Leonard

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Psychological Overload (2:00 A.M.)

Stimulus to my occipital lobe

Has inflamed the effectors in my optic nerves

Which explains why the words blur; black on white

Into dull gray. I can only assume

My cerebellum is responsible

For the lack of coordination in my fingers -

The pen slides at odd angles, refuses to

stay between

the

lines. This is

A classic case of the prefrontal cortex

Overriding all natural instinct; this

Is Darwinism in the academic sense

Survival of the

Nocturnal nutcase

Manually drowning her recticular formation's plea for

Unconsciousness

By puncturing her temporal lobe

With hard rock/death metal.

Until my amygdala kicks in

I'm almost convinced my hippocampus

Will file away this information for

The next morning - then I surrender

To utter apathy and cold sheets.

What a waste of dopamine.

Talley V. Kayser

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Your Lovely Mouth

my future is mapped out

like cracks in glass

i dare not touch them (for they will cut)

and the blood of our youth is too precious to spend

on something i know i could never

alter.

for my heart is tied to yours with diamond thread

intricate, beautiful, but harder than steel

your love has claimed me
from here to forever

and the funny thing is

i don't mind.

so when shimmering moments are woven

with doubt

and the fear of impending

endings,

do not grieve over golden groves

—

remember how close empty lies

to full

that joy aches sweet

as the saddest

song

because each gentle kiss i lay to rest

on your lovely

lovely mouth

means i will be with you

forever.

Georgia Papatheodorou

Greenville Senior High School

BernardZaidman
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Untitled

Do you know how it feels

To not be able to move

Miserable, desperate

For a lighter side

The gloom and the grey

Will I ever see the sun?

To feel the warmth

And bask in the glory

Of freedom, independence

Away from the cold

And back to the normal

Lee Easterling

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell

Strain

The tightening band threatens to snap

as the pull grows stronger,

showing no sign of sudden resistance.

Then: Release.

The thump echoes through my blood,

revealing this truth:

the dun material will never

spring tight again.

Where has the tension

escaped to?

Suzi Russell

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Twilight Zone

Dark and ghostly cold,

I ruin one's day like bread corrupted with mold.

Non-prejudicial nor selective, I come to all.

Making my appearance in various places, even at malls and in school halls.

Often viewed as wicked and unfair.

The very thought of me brings a chill to the air.

My presence and foul aroma cause much fear.

And only after my exit are those who escaped left to shed their pitiful tears.

Oh! Just wait and see that for you one day, I'll be coming.

You can't hide, and there's no need for running.

I have no need to pursue, haunt, or even chase;

Just watch your T.V. I'm all over the place!

Young, old, rich, or poor.

No matter your status, I'll come knocking at your door.

Ifyou haven't already figured it out, embrace yourself and hold your breath.

I am known to many as age-old DEATH !

Janeeka Sharpe

Blacksburg High School

Sharon E. Glass
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Horse and Rider

Margaret Poole

Spartanburg High School

Cynthia Goforth
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You Are

You are my foundation

You are what makes me stable

You are everything I need

You are the perfect ending

You are hfe in the beginning

You are the one I run to

You are the one I belong to

You are my reason

You are my salvation

You are the tears on my cheek

You are the smile on my lips

You are the blue in my eyes

You are my world

Katie Hopkins

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames

Let the Soft Whispers Pull

These soft whispers

Pull me
Console me

Away, away, from wind and rain

Away from mind and skin

These soft whispers

Pull me.

Pull me.

These soft whispers

Console me.

Console me.

Away into windy rain.

I can lose myself.

Never to be lost again

Away from mind and skin.

Alison Monahan

WoodruffHigh School

Ms. Mason
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Teapot

Erin Scheajfer

Spartanburg High School

Nancy Harrison
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What I Want From You
I want to see you still.

I want you to come to me.

I want you to open your mouth

as ifyou were about to say something

that would brighten the world.

I want to kiss you like somebody

who is looking for love,

but doesn't know that he is.

I want every hair follicle on your body to stand up as if it were giving me an

ovation I want to feel the pressure of your hips against me.

I want every one of your thoughts to melt away into sweat that will glow on

your skin.

I want my teeth to rake against your lower lip as if it was zen garden.

I want my kiss to end with, your smile.

But most of all,

I want you to kiss me back.

Andrew Chinn

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman

Moments
The moments you filled my fantasies,

the moments you filled my dreams,

though moments don't last me a lifetime,

you will always survive in my memories.

With one foot behind the other,

retracing my path blindly,

hoping every step I take backward,

you'll fall back in love with me.

The life ahead only scares me
the life behind is one alone.

But reliving my past with you beside me
would beat facing the world on my own.

ShivaniA. Patel

Riverside High School

Mrs. Delap
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The Coming of Spring

The warm spring wind blows,

The cold winter months have ended.

The cold stones will warm,

The birds will sing their songs now.

The winter clouds have blown away,

A bright blue sky has been unveiled.

The earth has come alive again,

As the angels watch.

Jennie Martinez

WoodruffHigh School

Ms. Mason

Untitled
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India Noble

Dorman High School

David Benson
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Morning

Trees of fruit as far as the eye can see.

Blue skies spread for miles around.

A slow breeze blows through the leaves.

A rustle of leaves and slow footsteps on morning grass.

Swirling locks around her face.

Her eyes are searching all around

as if she is scared to be found.

She turns back once more to look at the house.

A house that is so beautiful and white.

The gold on the door shines from the sun.

She whispers goodbye father as she opens the gate.

She walks through gracefully and accepts her fate.

Katie Hopkins

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Cuisine

Before you, metals

of fire and ice gleam

against the headless black velvet necks.

The gold captures the light,

reflecting it with new heat,

as though, ifyou touched it,

the surface would writhe

with liquid fire,

sending a tingling sensation up your arm.

When lifted, the links would resound

with a rich clinking

as you raised them to your mouth,

where they would dissolve,

melting all the way down your throat.

Cold silver looks just as it feels,

a chilly mystery

seeming to elude the touch of fingers

even as they meet.

The light glints off the surface

with a distinct twinkling,

as if this metal were crafted

from the stuff of cold-burning stars.

The chain seems almost to float

when lifted, and glides

soundlessly through the air

to touch your lips.

Tasteless, it flows easily

down the throat,

leaving you to wonder

if youive eaten anything at all.

Rachel Huskey

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Untitled

plastic flowers illuminated by false light from above,

the harsh fluorescence reflected onto the multicolored vase

that the lime green stems reside in, no v^^ater necessary,

the sun's rays can't reach this house of fallacies,

v/ith their faces covered in pigments

to hide every little imperfection-

blemishes, wrinkles, scars-

disappearing into an alluring fabrication of smoothness

along their pale white skins,

they discard their former selves here,

like a second skin made to be shed,

emotions hidden snug behind their masks of illusion

and dreams lost in the wind for settling,

aspirations and goals are foreign here,

and not a grave word is spoken for fear

that it shatter the walls, thin as paper

held together by the deceit and dishonesty,

just one more deception, a written forgery.

Casey Rigby

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Untitled

Halley Hymas

Spartanburg High School

Nancy Harrison
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Where Poetry Hides

Working visions in my mind

Tracking its way through time

Poetry hides

In the shadows of my broken heart

Or early mornings, just after dark

Poetry hides

It's in the diaries of httle girls

And in the voices ofwomen throughout the world

It's the slick rhyme of teenage boys

And the stress in a man's voice

Poetry lives within all of us

It whispers to our souls within

Because the spoken word isn't enough

It's only where poetry begins

Demetria Butler

Broome High School

Manasas
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Untitled

nights so hazy, they all run together,

a life so convoluted, it does the same,

sitting on your porch, smoke all around,

a comforting cloud of constancy,

talking around ash covered tables,

every night the same,

you spent indulging in sin,

philosophizing under the influence,

insane rambling to a coherent mind,

all of it blurred into a haze

of first times and regrets,

i tried to pull myself away

but you would bring me back in.

Casey Rigby

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell

Giving Up Hope

The days were shorter

The frigid air made it impossible to stay

But to leave would mean to give up

To give up the hope that maybe

Just possibly that one person

That person you loved

That you thought you would never lose

Would never be back

—

So you sit and ponder

What do I have left

So you sit

The moon rises and the sun sets

Yet you can't relinquish the hope

And when finally that hope is gone

And the realization has come

Your life is gone

Like the moon when the sun rises.
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Erishkigal

Michelle Margalit

Spartanburg High School

Cynthia Goforth
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Crossroads

Alone. Isolated. Secluded.

I stand at a Crossroads.

Where I go from here I cannot know.

The possibilities are endless.

They stretch on forever.

As if all the roads of the world

Are laid before me.

Twisting. .

.

Winding...

Impossible to know where they lead.

Which one will bring me to happiness?

Reason cannot help me.

There is no scientific explanation.

No mathematical formula that will lead to success.

Only my heart to guide me,

But will I choose correctly?

Confused. Puzzled. Doubtful.

My path is set.

There is no turning back.

I have hope, but will it be enough.

Only time will tell.

Is the light at the end of the tunnel truly happiness,

Or is it a train barreling down to crush my dreams?

Steve Hipp

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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spring Anew
Stirring, the wind blows

Upon a subtle stack of

Crimson blossoms.

The bitter wind

Quarrels with a

Newly awakened sun.

A statue peacefully,

But with anticipation,

Watches over the bridge.

Awaiting spring, the

Cold drawn from its eyes.

Clouds gaze overhead

Opening a path of

Sunlight, beaming upon me.

The light is the victory

Over winter, and

Warmth fills me
Once more.

Tanner Pritchett

WoodruffHigh School

Ms. Mason
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What It Was Like

What was it like

to get off the plane and kiss your wife,

to look into the cold, questioning eyes of your little boy,

who was comparing your unshaven face to that of the black and

white picture on mommy's dresser,

which he could just barely look over after your second of four

tours?

What was it like

to get your marriage ring re-fitted,

that gold band of promise that got shot clear offwith your finger on

the fourth night of your fifth month,

your lover scrambling hopefully around the jeweler,

hoping in vain that her excitement would settle into your sagging

forehead?

What was it like,

to step out onto the tiny back porch of your new condominium

to smoke your first cigarette in America;

you picked up the habit from dirty Bill in the thirty-second

company

when everybody cared more about their lives than their lungs,

to hear your new neighbor shout from her balcony, "So you're the

baby-killer!"

and your hands wanted to fit tightly around her throat

and just squeeze, but you couldn't do it?

Was it like

the covers that clung to your body, even in mid-December, with the

heat turned all the way down, because that's all you could afford,

or the way the pillow made your neck sore,

like the backpack of chewing gum and ammo
that you hauled through the Annam highlands?

Was it like

the queasy feeling in your stomach when you watch the old veterans

march in those silly parades,

your mind deciding they are honoring the camaraderie, not the
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slaughter,

knowing that you would join them,

if only your respect for camaraderie hadn't been lost,

when Earnest raped that pregnant girl, and then shot her in the

stomach to see how much she would bleed,

or when Mark paid that kid a dollar to chew the tobacco he had spit

out onto the pile of goat manure?

Was it like

the squeamish fingers and the flushed cheeks of the teachers,

when your little boy brought you in for history day,

and with big eyes told his classmates that you had killed Charlie,

and lots of them,

and you cried while whipping him at home,

telling him that's not how it should be,

and it was difi^erent. .

.

it was different?

What was it like

to support and defend the Constitution of the United States

against all enemies, foreign and domestic;

to bear true faith and allegiance to the same;

to obey the orders of the President of the United States

and the orders of the officers appointed over you,

according to regulations and the Uniform Code of Military Justice,

So help you God?

But you're afraid, aren't you. .

.

that they don't really want to hear

what it was like.

Jacqueline Montagne

Spartanburg Day School

Ned Barrett
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The Beautiful Moon ofVenice

La Bella Luna di Venezia

The moon hung low and glowed,

Shining, lighting the island's

Narrow paths and bridges.

In the distance,

A lonely gondolier

Smiled, then wandered down the pier.

I motioned to the gondolier

Who turned his back upon the pier

And led the way

To a boat

That bobbed

Along.

And he crept as we stepped

Into the boat

And he rowed.

The moon hung low; it glowed.

Caroline Ritchie

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Untitled

Camila Arellano

Dorman High School

David Benson
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The Shape of Conscience

The woman on stilts

The black woman, legs

Stretching into infinity.

What is she? Faceless, empty

Two-dimensional demon

Anorexic proportions

Nothing but

A shadow in the streetlights

Fluttering moth, lamp to lamp

Where, finally, her substance

Disappears

Focused when I see stars.

Talley V. Kayser

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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A December Drowning

A scalding frost seers my lungs with the aftertaste of brio.

As brittle blades bayonet trampling feet.

Ice-aged motions teach my lessons in a season's day.

My clotted blood makes a sluggish heart pump syrup; bittersweet.

Self-taught to read brunet breath clouds, scribed by soul mates;

No need for words in the hardening of winter's night.

I have less to decipher with each puff of viscous vision.

Make haste of my pulse with enkindled desire.

Don't let the essence of December diminish.

Our feet met ice-capped deep with a chatter of whisks,

A floe formed by fractures, and aggrandized by abated, fraught cries;

Minds clutched with comatose, baring intuitions of anguish;

Depth-benumbed shackles catching pithless legs.

Submerging to the sound of evading volatility;

I drown to the footsteps of the frozen-hearted, hammering from beyond.

I can see a swarm of sentience signaling from sure ground.

Tow my barren vessel aground and heave in animation with lavender lips.

Don't let the lungs of December dam.

Zachary Warble

WoodruffHigh School

R. Godfrey
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The Dreams of Children

The dreams of children

are so hard to distinguish

from the Hves of children

that no man is heartless enough

to pick the two apart.

The dreams of children

are the arteries and

micro-capillaries

of the body of reality.

They fuel the biggest of cells,

and the tiniest,

winding,

twisting,

zigzagging

throughout the aggregate.

Many adults

turn back to these dreams,

over their morning cups of coffee,

drinking

so slowly

that they do not notice

when the bitterness turns to ice,

though when no liquid touches their lips, their eyes glaze over, and they

become frozen in time.

A child would like to be grown up.

And stay grown up

forever.

Ben Wright

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Yellow Hats

Margaret Poole

Spartanburg High School

Cynthia Goforth
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I Was Just a Naive Explorer Then

The world seems so defined,

So outlined by protective rules;

Confined to the well-beaten path,

One cannot even walk to school.

Gazing out my shielding window

I see an untouched, azure sky

Straddling a piece of virgin land

That calls me but is denied.

I entered this dreamy land once,

This jungle of the imagination;

Traipsed through the velvet undergrowth,

Gave in to fruitful temptation.

I was just a naive explorer then

And marveled at the dappled light.

Dripping from the canopy,

Casting shadows, birthing sprites.

But my boundless exploration

Was shortly ended by a pinching cry,

"No trespassing," our neighbor said.

His voice harassed me like a fly.

Of course, he was afraid,

If an accident should occur,

To him, the owner of the land,

Would vast payments be deferred.

Now when I look upon the land

I see its door is almost closed;

Its secrets owned, occupied.

Or made dangerous by some untold foe.

What perils could be lurking.

Within a lonely wood,

When forsaken is the safety

Of a lighted neighborhood?

Katie Buckner

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Symphony

It's a sad symphony-

One without words

Just rolhng clouds of color

Gray and navy,

Blending, searching.

Dark shadows and endless spirals of ash

A mixture of heavy beats and soft looks.

One deep breath, a lonesome sigh.

A long, steady gaze, clinging to the heat.

A canopy of mist

Is dropped over to veil the heart.

The battle blood is spilled

And the war drums rage on.

A silent scream joins the sound

Of the sad, sad symphony.

Stephanie Hood
Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Determination

It's stealing your baby brother's blanket in order to get more attention

Planning the perfect Halloween costume in August

Wondering how many licks DOES it take?

And buying all the tootsie roll pops from Piggly Wiggly

Playing baseball with the boys

And fighting the biggest one your aren't scared

Just hold on...

It's practicing after practice to be the best on the team

Doing everything possible to hold onto the one who changed your life

while

Knowing that you can't control fate

Holding back the tears while losing the one you thought you would be

with forever

Standing alone when hope is as dim as the dusk of a cold winter night

Saying no when yes is the seemingly easier way out

Not conforming to anyone's idea of perfect

Just hold on...

It's working three jobs just to pay the electric bills and mortgage payments

Supporting your husband when he can't support you or himself

Raising rebellious teenagers

Remembering the sweet innocent way they used to giggle

Resisting the urge to break down and give in

To the taunts of reality and the harshness of life

Just hold in...

Not letting you grandson see your pain

As you lean over to pitch the ball to him one more time

Knowing that your time on earth is limited

But managing to keep a smile

Saying goodbye to the raging storm as life slowly slips form your fingers

Finally realizing that it is okay to

Just let go.

Jessica Bennett

Broome High School

• Manasas
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Hello There

How do you do?

It's just lovely to meet you

May I take your coat?

Please take a seat

Pull out the chair

Napkins in your lap

Forks on the left

Spoons on the right

Cross your legs

No dear- not your knees

Only your ankles

Sit up straight

Don't you dare slouch

That's quite unattractive

Only speak when spoken to

Don't laugh, but giggle politely

Always smile

Frowning is not an option

Don't eat your whole meal

You may gain weight

Leave some on the plate

Thank you, you're welcome

Isn't this ftin?

Sip your tea, pinky out

Do you want to dance?

Step one, step two, step three

Let him lead

Don't step on his feet

Thank you for the lovely dance

The pleasure was all mine

Is it time to go?

I had a wonderftil time

The doorman will get your coat

And the car is waiting

Thank you so much
The house is empty

What a night

Is this what it takes

To be proper?

Considered a lady
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Eligible for society

Does it sound like Rin?

On the contrary, anything but

The rules shouldn't be set

Impossible to follow

Do this, do that

Not that way but the other

Is it really necessary?

To be accepted and liked

On only these conditions

Not even real

No personality or sense of humor

Only family class and beauty

Not the inside, only the outside

In my opinion, ridiculous

Society is wrong, rules will change

It's not up to me, I fit into the mold

A perfect lady

Know all the right rules

What to say, how to act

Not enjoyable

Obviously necessary

It's really not me
But quite the opposite

I must continue the act

A second job, a double personality

An actress

The audience loves it

Lee Easterling

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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The Revolutionary

She seizes your hand sternly,

dragging the heels of your sneakers

through the playground sand as she

tears you away from freedom.

The wake of your feet,

the illegible scrawls, will be

the manifesto

of the kindergarten crowd.

Your shriek of defiance,

battle cry of your generation,

will echo in the playground tunnel

ages after you are gone.

Adam Barrett

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Untitled

Erin Scheaffer

Spartanburg High School

Nancy Harrison
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Light and Love

Love

Piercing rays of purest light

Tender; forever nurturing.

Hearts embrace its warmth

Like Springs first flower.

A constant beacon

Leading to happiness

Life

My Love

The silent moonlight

Aloof; eternally alien.

Constantly there but

Entombed in Darkness.

Relentlessly cascading upon the World

But finding no response

Silence

Steve Hipp

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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The Race

Early mornings

Chilly mornings

Dark mornings

Stretch, run, stretch, run

Everyone prays and then

You pray again.

BANG!
The sound of horses running

Through an open field begins

To fill the air.

6:43.

2 left

You do not think you can do it,

But the sounds of" Come on Vikes!"

And "Kaley Paige" now fills the air

Around you.

14:52

Heft

You are almost finished and

You are feeling good.

There is one hill left, and then

The finish.

Up, Up, Up, Up!

Now lets go!

"If you'll just go it'll be over in less than 1 minute"

You see the finish and you

Know you have to go.

You pass one, two, three.

23:48

You are finished!

You run, stretch, and cheer!

You are finished but the rest

Are just beginning.

Kaley Frye

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Little Girl

Margaret Poole

Spartanburg High School

Cynthia Goforth
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Unlike Medusa
When I was small,

my mother, a woman with hands

the hue ofwarm milk,

would run her long fingers,

through the tangles

ofmy feather-like hair,

awakening electricity

to the end of each strand.

Always keeping my chin

tilted toward the ceiling,

lid find that my neck would ache

as she interlaced the sections

into a thick rope.

Tiffany Leonard

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Apathy

Free of pain; free of sorrow.

No reason to worry about tomorrow.

Life's demons gone; chased away.

Carefree times are here to stay.

Free of danger, risk and fear.

All of life's problems suddenly clear.

No reason to fret; no reason to cry.

Just go with the flow and let life pass you by.

Devoid of pleasure; robbed of joy.

Stripped of the ecstasy of the usual boy.

Trapped in the bonds of slavery

No longer myself, no longer free.

Moving through life like an apparition.

In a style that is lifeless; ghost written.

Touching no one; leaving no mark.

Lacking the vital life giving spark.

In this paradox I now reside.

The body lives but the soul has died.

Safe from the dangers of life's mighty swell.

But locked in a prison; a living hell.

Steve Hipp

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Five Years Parted

Finding the right words

To describe our friendship

Is an easy task.

I will simply invent them...

For when I think

Of the countless forts we built,

And the Styrofoam ships we sailed,

Nothing could describe them.

To wrap my feelings

In elegant words

Would stifle the emotion.

You are my best friend.

Five years parted and,

Like an impending axe,

Time threatens.

But I will fight it.

You see, you set the standard

...so high...

I cannot let what we have slip away.

I will never find it again.

"What a torture it is.

True friendship.

Lifting you on its honey-coated wings,

Drowning all other friendships in incompetence.

Katie Buckner

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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My Grandfather

Margery Bolen

Spartanburg High School

Cynthia Goforth
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The Era of the Dog
The life of a dog

Is that of utter royalty.

Many think that we train them,

When actually they train us.

They want food;

We feed them our food.

They want to be walked;

We stop everything we are doing to walk them.

It starts raining, and we give them our coat

And carry them home in the cold rain.

Dogs should start a secret network.

In which they collaborate with each other.

However, I am not sure anymore;

Maybe they already have.

If dogs wanted to take over the world,

They could.

The hard part would be to gain control of humans.

Which they have done with flying colors.

Now all they to do is learn how

To talk and grow an opposable thumb.

This part should be easy with the

Intelligence of a dog.

So the next time your dog asks for a walk,

Look past the cute little eyes

And tell him you will not give in to his plan

For conquering the world!

"Sure I will walk you,

you cute little thing!"

Foolish human!

Cal Wicker

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Echoes

Shaped

Formed

Fashioned

Not in my image, but in theirs.

Given everything; everything they never shared.

Every door opened, but is it for my own good?

These dreams, not mine, are not understood.

Forged in a mold of their own design.

Every decision made before its time.

Deprived of childhood; too old too soon.

Marching through life to someone else's tune.

Cast in these bonds of slavery

I cannot survive, I must break free.

Start a new life; my own career.

I call out for help but all that I hear

Echoes

Echoes

Echoes

Steve Hipp

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Untitled

Renee Poser

Spartanburg High School

Nancy Harrison
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Night Life

I sit alone in the kitchen on a late night

Gripping a coffee mug in one hand

And playing a tune on the table with the other.

Cloaked with anxiety, I get up

And pace across the kitchen floor.

I gaze out of a window into darkness.

I think I heard a dog bark

Maybe not

Into the living room now

I turn on the TV.

There is nothing on.

I sit in my chair and try to relax.

The punishing heat forces a

Drop of sweat down my forehead.

I wipe it off and stand up.

I slowly walk back to the bedroom

And I lie on my bed. I stare at the

Ceiling fan and try to focus in on one panel.

I then close my eyes and fall asleep.

Tomorrow is Monday.

Lincoln Smith

Landrum High School

Michelle Dover
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Dear Optometrist

How can you see what goes through my eyes?

You only know what I tell you.

Do I tell the truth?

Or do I lie, and you choose to believe me?

I don't appreciate how you have only tall chairs in your office,

Boring Gardening magazines, and your air freshener has run dry

A long time before my visit.

When you lead me to that chair, and place the black glasses over my eyes.

Can you see what I see through them?

Through my eyes,

And no one else's?

How do you know if I am telling the truth when I say

"
1 is better. Now 2."

And you turn the lens, changing prescriptions,

Until you believe I have told you the right one.

How do you know I am telling the truth?

You lead me to that cold, dark chair,

Expecting that I have already placed my hand on the Bible outside

In the waiting room, and already taken the silent oath.

Morgan Osburn

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Passer-By

Light reflecting,

Smiles stretched

Life Uving,

Many come and

Go.

Going past the

httle window,

where I stand.

All passes by

And I'm

Still here.

Holly Harper

Landrum High School

Michelle Dover
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